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OUTLINE
1. How is polarized beam produced at JLab ?
Explain how beam is polarized and arrives at Hall C
2. How Hall C Scalers register the beam helicity information ?
Explain how the hardware scalers get triggered
3. Why is helicity scaler information needed?
Give reasons why helicity scaler information is needed for
the A1n/d2n experiments and in general parity experiments
4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay
Summarize the additions/updates made to the Hall C analysis
software on helicity scalers
5. A Brief Note on the Helicity Data Class, THcHelicity.cxx(.h)
Briefly mention how helicity states is determined for data events
(physics triggers)

1. How is polarized beam
produced at JLab ?

Source: https://wiki.jlab.org/ciswiki/images/3/32/
Helicity_Board_UserGuide.pdf

Pockels cells are voltage-controlled
wave plates used to alter polarization
of light.

GaAs
Photocathode
Laser
Source

Helicity Window = T_Settle + T_Stable

Negative(-) Helicity
Positive(+) Helicity

Each ‘blob’ contains
multiple e- beam bunches
per helicity state

Pockels Cell (+HV or -HV)
499 (or 249.5) MHz Laser per Hall shines
GaAs to generate 499 (or 249.5) MHz
e- beam bunches

Pockels Cell +/-HV flip reverses
laser (photons) polarization
and hence, the electron bunch helicity state

During +/- HV flip, there is a settle time
where the helicity is undetermined

Hall C A1n/d2n configuration:
1. Pockels cell HV flip rate ~ 120 Hz
2. Quartet helicity pattern (+ - - + or - + + -)
3. Helicity reporting delayed by
8 Windows (2 quartets)
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2. How Hall C Scalers register
the beam helicity information ?
Tsettle = 90 μs

Helicity Signals during A1n/d2n

Macro Pulse Signal (MPS)

Tstable = 8243.33 μs
Zoomed-In
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Pattern Sync (QRT)

+

Delayed Helicity (HEL+)

Tlatch ∼ 13μs

Hall C Moller
Polarimeter DAQ

Control
Register

(in Hall C Counting Room)

Triggered by Tsettle signal

FIFO
“First In First Out”

Ch 31

Memory buffer where
counts are stored

“FIFO acts as a
ringbuffer to
store helicity
information”

HMS/SHMS
pre-triggers
[1-6]

Ch 16
Ch 15

Helicity
Control
Board
(Injector)

DATA
Register

BCMs
Unser
1MHz clock

Ch 0
fHelicityBoard =

1
(~120 Hz for A1n/d2n)
Tsettle + Tstable

Vetoed by Tsettle signal
Data registers count signals
ONLY in the Tstable part of the
helicity window

Helicity information
written to raw .dat
files to be saved in
disk

SIS 3801 Scaler (side view)
(in Hall C Counting Room)
Reference (Chao Gu): Helicity Decoder for E08-027
Reference (Pengjia Zhu): Beam Charge Measurements for the g2p/GEp Experiments
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3. Why is helicity scaler
information needed?
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pr

Negative (-) Helicity
Positive (+) Helicity

1. Check/Verify that helicity-correlated beam charge asymmetries from the injector are
negligible for A1n/d2n experiments
2. Normalize the total number of helicity-gated physics triggers by the +/- helicity
charge as well any inefficiency calculation that requires the +/- helicity states
scaler counts (i.e., live time)
3. Apply a BCM current cut to select and analyze scalers and physics trigger events for
beam-on conditions (usually > 5 uA cut is applied)
NOTE: Even though for A1n/d2n the beam charge asymmetries are expected to be
negligible, for parity experiments in general, the beam charge asymmetries
are no longer negligible and MUST be calculated from helicity scalers

4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay

The full helicity software documentation can be found below:
Hall C Doc DB Reference: https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=1105
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4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay
Fig. 1 shows an example of helicity scalers initialization in a replay script. This
block of code must be added to the user’s replay script to access the helicity scaler tree

Fig. 1

Fig. 2 shows an example of how to load the helicity scalers TEMPLATE file to
create a REPORT_FILE with the relevant helicity scaler information

Fig. 2

4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay
Example of Helicity Scaler Tree

-hel

+hel
Undetermined helicity state
(Unable to decode)

Helicity scaler tree is separate
from standard scaler tree (clocks
are not in sync as their trigger
is different)

Decoded events are “tagged”
by either +hel, -hel. If the
event was unable to be decoded,
it is set to 0. **NOTE: this
is different from MPS signal.

The number of +/- helicity
states for all other variables
can be determined by making a
software cut on ‘actualHelicity’

The asymmetry calculations for each variable are done on a ‘per quartet’ basis in hcana.
** the asymmetry is calculated in the last cycle of each quartet, and averaged over all quartets
See Note on Hall C Doc-DB Ref: https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=1105

The ‘per quartet’ asymmetry calculations are also done independently on a helicity scaler analyzer script
written for users to use as a starting point in the helicity scaler analysis. This script has also been
uploaded to Hall C Doc-DB Ref: https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=1105
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4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay
Example of a helicity scaler REPORT_FILE showing the relevant information.

Trigger Scaler
Asymmetries

Helicity-Gated
Charge Asymmetries
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4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay

1. On Dec. 2019, two short (~2 min.) Moller and HMS/SHMS runs were taken at 3 induced
beam charge asymmetry configurations
2. To check the hcana asymmetry calculations, the beam charge asymmetries for three
different configurations were calculated and compared to the Moller results.
3. The numerical results of this plot are tabulated in the next slide.
A summary of the Moller, HMS and SHMS runs can be found in log-entry:
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3755962
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4. Helicity Scalers Software Updates to HCANA and hallc_replay
Table 2: Induced Charge Asymmetry (set 1: ~380 ppm)

Table 1: No Induced Charge Asymmetry (set 0: ~0 ppm)
Moller
Run

Moller
Run

1330
23 ± 8

1331
5 ± 15

Moller Run Moller Run
1332
1333

HMS Run SHMS Run
9720
2548

377 ± 21

384 ± 10

HMS Run
2549

SHMS Run
9721

BCM1

361.23 ± 5.66

362.57 ± 5.67

BCM1

12.97 ± 5.18

11.88 ± 5.22

BCM2

10.74 ± 5.29

10.13 ± 5.33

BCM2

355.95 ± 5.68

357.14 ± 5.73

BCM4A

8.76 ± 5.36

8.81 ± 5.40

BCM4A

360.98 ± 5.87

360.35 ± 5.87

BCM4B

363.89 ± 15.39

361.87 ± 15.43

BCM4C

388.89 ± 16.93

383.13 ± 16.95

BCM4B
BCM4C

−18.56 ± 14.13 −18.33 ± 14.22
0.766 ± 15.34

2.02 ± 15.47

Table 2: The numerical values for beam charge asymmetries in
units of parts-per-million or ppm

Table 1: The numerical values for beam charge asymmetries
in units of parts-per-million or ppm

Table 3: Induced Charge Asymmetry (set 2: ~655 ppm)
Moller Run Moller Run
1334
1335
650 ± 150

644 ± 14

HMS Run
2550

SHMS Run
9722

BCM1

659.42 ± 7.58

658.68 ± 7.53

BCM2

662.38 ± 7.70

662.73 ± 7.65

BCM4A

642.29 ± 8.06

642.23 ± 8.04

BCM4B

684.53 ± 20.72

687.65 ± 20.60

BCM4C

681.29 ± 22.48

681.83 ± 22.32

Table 3: The numerical values for beam charge asymmetries in units
of parts-per-million or ppm
A summary of the Moller, HMS and SHMS runs can be found in log-entry:
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3755962

5. A Brief Note on the Helicity Data Class, THcHelicity.cxx (.h)
Replay script snippet

Helicity information is decoded (in
THcHelicity.cxx(.h)) for every
physics trigger accepted by the DAQ
and written to the data tree
Helicity data class must be
initialized in the replay script
to access the helicity data
variables
Similarly to helicity scaler, data are
‘tagged’ with either +/- helicity or
undetermined(0) for every trigger
and the number of +/- states can be
determined via a cut on ’T.helicity.hel’
NOTE: It is important to set the
‘helicity_freq’ parameter to the
correct MPS frequency used in
the experiment. By default, it is set
to ~120 Hz in hcana, however, this
may change per experiment.
**The parameter can be set in the
standard.kinematic file for a given
run range if preferred.
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Summary
The helicity scalers source code (THcHelicityScalers.cxx (.h) ) has been updated and has been merged with the
official hcana repository.
Refer to the official hcana git repository to see updates from the commit:
>> https://github.com/JeffersonLab/hcana/commit/7b337a1a35216a29a7edc4ad6ede256e6ad350f7

The helicity scalers replay scripts have been updated to initialize the helicity scalers. (Need to be
uncommented by the user in the replay scripts.)
The official hallc_replay repository is yet to be updated with the changes, as these need to be fully
checked for any errors/inconsistencies. Refer to the unofficial hallc_replay branch or pull request to
checkout updates (under revision before merging):
>> unofficial repository: https://github.com/Yero1990/hallc_replay/tree/carlos_helicity_work
>> git pull request: https://github.com/JeffersonLab/hallc_replay/pull/532

A helicity scaler analysis script has been completed, and is intended to be used as a starting point for
the A1n/d2n scaler analysis. The script can (and should) be incorporated in the main A1n/d2n analysis
code. The script has also been uploaded to the Hall C Doc DB (see reference below).

The full helicity software documentation can be found below:
Hall C Doc DB Reference: https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=1105
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Thank You !

